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The look of ergonomic 
seating is changing. 

The tCentric Hybrid™ is the first fully ergonomic 
mesh-back task chair.

Unlike other mesh chairs, the entire backrest of 
the tCentric Hybrid – not just the lumbar pad – 
adjusts vertically. This ensures the lumbar pad 
remains in proper alignment with the contour 
of the backrest frame, resulting in the best lumbar 
support of any mesh chair. And five inches of 
infinite adjustment means the backrest can fit 
virtually everyone. Incorporating the latest 
high-tech elastomeric mesh, the tCentric Hybrid’s 
backrest is tensioned for optimal support. 
You will feel the difference.

Multiple mechanisms and options such as a 
lumbar pad, air lumbar, adjustable headrest 
and swivel arms allow the tCentric Hybrid to be 
configured from a simple boardroom chair to a 
fully loaded ergonomic chair. That is why we call it 
the tCentric Hybrid.

ergocentric.com/products/office-seating/tcentric-hybrid
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http://www.ergocentric.com/products/office-seating/tcentric-hybrid


Be cool. Be comfortable.  
Be productive. 

The airCentric™ provides the benefits of airflow 
with the proven ergonomic support of foam 
and fabric offering a truly comfortable seating 
experience. Ventilation holes, in both the back 
and seat foam providing airflow, combined with 
the widest range of adjustment options, create 
an ergonomic task chair customizable to support 
changing individual needs.

ergocentric.com/products/office-seating/aircentric

airCentric
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http://www.ergocentric.com/products/office-seating/aircentric


Ride in comfort 
and style. 

HÅG Capisco™ – “The Saddle Seat Chair” – responds 
intuitively to the body’s natural movements and 
provides unlimited possibilities for variation of the 
seated posture.

The unique shape of the backrest provides perfect 
support in numerous sitting positions and is made 
for greater freedom of movement, variation and 
natural sitting positions. The saddle seat can be 
adjusted between low and high working positions, 
all the way up to standing, enabling you to be 
more dynamic in your movements. It’s perfect 
to pair with a height adjustable desk.

ergocentric.com/products/office-seating/hag-capisco

HÅG Capisco™

ergoCentric Seating Systems is the 
exclusive distributor of HÅG products in Canada.
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http://www.ergocentric.com/products/office-seating/hag-capisco


Trendy, playful and 
modern sophistication. 

Born out of the legendary “saddle seat chair”, 
HÅG Capisco Puls™ is suited to contemporary 
and active workplaces. Made for greater freedom 
of movement and variation in sitting positions, 
the HAG Capisco Puls is a winner in terms of 
design and the environment.

ergocentric.com/products/sit-stands-stools/hag-capisco-puls

HÅG 
Capisco Puls™

ergoCentric Seating Systems is the 
exclusive distributor of HÅG products in Canada.
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http://www.ergocentric.com/products/sit-stands-stools/hag-capisco-puls


A solid lightweight. 

The HÅG Conventio Wing™ is a dynamic chair 
that is specially designed for meetings and 
conferences. The integrated rocking mechanism 
inspires movement and variation, improving 
the ability to stay alert and concentrated in 
long meetings.

Constructed from lightweight materials, recycled 
automobile bumpers and plastic household 
waste bottles, the wing shape back gives the 
chair a fresh shape that can withstand heavy use. 
The HÅG Conventio Wing is self-stabilizing on 
uneven ground and is never unstable when sitting.

ergocentric.com/products/stackers-guest-chairs/ 
hag-conventio-wing

HÅG Conventio 
Wing™

ergoCentric Seating Systems is the 
exclusive distributor of HÅG products in Canada.
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http://www.ergocentric.com/products/stackers-guest-chairs/hag-conventio-wing


A simple, light 
and versatile chair. 

Noor™ is a contemporary classic that marks a 
new beginning. A collection of stacking chairs 
adding vitality to working spaces and sociable 
places. Available in a wide range of colorful chairs 
that are easily combinable with every purpose, 
room or environment.

You choose what model, materials and colors. 
Polypropylene seats come in five colors. 
Upholstery is always an option. The tubular 
bases and armrests can be delivered in a 
number of styles, paint colors and surfaces. 
Noor by RBM has a model for every intention 
and interaction.

RBM Noor™
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Scandinavia’s bestselling 
chair of all time. 

Filling assembly halls, canteens, meeting 
rooms and cafeterias, RBM Ana is 
Scandinavia’s bestselling chair of all times.

Easy to position in rows and easy to stack. 
The simple design in combination with 
the ergonomically crafted seat makes it 
a clear favourite.

RBM Ana™
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Sturdy design. 
Easy to assemble. 
An affordable solution. 

The benefits of varying between seated and 
standing postures throughout the workday are 
proven, and the upCentric™ height adjustable 
table is the affordable choice.

Seamlessly adjust between sitting and standing 
with the easy-to-use up/down control with four 
position memory. The durable upCentric frame 
accommodates a variety of tabletop widths making 
retrofitting existing table tops an economical 
option. The open frame minimalist aesthetic 
complements all workspaces.

ergocentric.com/product-category/height-adjustable-tables
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http://www.ergocentric.com/product-category/height-adjustable-tables


ergoCentric®, tCentric Hybrid™, airCentric™ and upCentric™ are registered trademarks of Ergo-Industrial Seating. 
HÅG Capisco™, HÅG Capisco Puls™, HÅG Conventio Wing™, RBM Noor™ and RBM Ana™ are registered trademarks of Scandinavian Business Seating AS. 
All other trademarks, registered trademarks and logos are the property of their respective owners. 
HÅG and RBM products are distributed by ergoCentric®.
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